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Abstract
New parallel algorithms for the classical grep (global regular expression print) problem are introduced together with implementations using commodity SIMD and GPU technologies. Building
on the bitwise data parallelism underlying previous work in Unicode transcoding and XML parsing, the new algorithms add the
important element of nondeterminism for tackling the full generality of regular expression processing. On widely-deployed commodity hardware using 128-bit SSE2 SIMD technology, our algorithm
implementations can substantially outperform traditional grep implementations based on NFAs, DFAs or backtracking. The algorithms are also designed to scale with the availability of additional
parallel resources such as the wider SIMD facilities (256-bit) of Intel AVX2 or future 512-bit extensions. Our GPU implementations
show further acceleration limited only by data transfer speed.
Categories and Subject Descriptors Theory of computation [Formal languages and automata theory]: Regular languages; Computer systems organization [Parallel architectures]: Single instruction, multiple data
Keywords regular expression matching, grep, parallel bit stream
technology

1.

Introduction

The use of regular expressions to search texts for occurrences of
string patterns has a long history and remains a pervasive technique
throughout computing applications today. The origins of regular
expression matching date back to automata theory developed by
Kleene in the 1950s [9]. Thompson [22] is credited with the first
construction to convert regular expressions to nondeterministic finite automata (NFA). Following Thompson’s approach, a regular
expression of length m is first converted to an NFA with O(m)
nodes. It is then possible to search a text of length n using the
NFA in worst case O(mn) time. Often, a more efficient choice is
to convert the NFA into a DFA. A DFA has only a single active
state at any time in the matching process and hence it is possible to
search a text at of length n in worst-case O(n) optimal. However,
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it is well known that the conversion of an NFA to an equivalent
DFA may result in state explosion. That is, the number of resultant DFA states may increase exponentially. In [3] a new approach
to text searching was proposed based on bit-parallelism [2]. This
technique takes advantage of the intrinsic parallelism of bitwise operations within a computer word. Given a w-bit word, the Shift-Or
algorithm [3] algorithm uses the bit-parallel approach to simulate
an NFA in O(nm/w) worst-case time.
A disadvantage of the bit-parallel Shift-Or pattern matching approach in comparison to simple string matching algorithms is an
inability to skip input characters. For example, the Boyer-Moore
family of algorithms [5] skip input characters to achieve sublinear times in the average case. Backward Dawg Matching (BDM)
string matching algorithms [7] based on suffix automata are able to
skip characters. The Backward Nondeterministic Dawg Matching
(BNDM) pattern matching algorithm [25] combines the bit-parallel
advantages of Shift-Or and with the character skipping advantages
of the BDM algorithm. The nrgrep pattern matching tool is built
over the BNDM algorithm, and hence the name nrgrep [13].
a brief review There has been considerable interest in using
parallelization techniques to improve the performance of regular expression matching on parallel hardware such as multicore processors (CPUs), graphics processing units (GPUs), fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGAs), and even more exotic architectures such as the Cell Broadband Engine (Cell BE). Scarpazza
and Braudaway [21] demonstrated that text processing algorithms
that exhibit irregular memory access patterns can be efficiently
executed on multicore hardware. In related work, Pasetto et al.
presented a flexible tool that performs small-ruleset regular expression matching at a rate of 2.88 Gbps per chip on Intel Xeon
E5472 hardware [15]. Naghmouchi et al. demonstrated that the
Aho-Corasick (AC) string matching algorithm [1] is well suited for
parallel implementation on multi-core CPUs, GPUs and the Cell
BE [12, 18]. On each hardware, both thread-level parallelism (additional cores) and data-level parallelism (wide SIMD units) are
leveraged for performance. Salapura et. al., advocated the use of
vector-style processing for regular expressions in business analytics applications and leveraged the SIMD hardware available on
multi-core processors to acheive a speedup of better than 1.8 over
a range of data sizes of interest [16]. In [19], Scarpazza and Russell presented a SIMD tokenizer that delivered 1.001.78 Gbps on a
single Cell BE chip and extended this approach for emulation on
the Intel Larrabee instruction set [17]. On the Cell BE, Scarpazza
[20] described a pattern matching implementation that delivered a
throughput of 40 Gbps for a small dictionary of approximately 100
patterns, and a throughput of 3.3-3.4 Gbps for a larger dictionary
of thousands of patterns. Iorio and van Lunteren [8] presented a
string matching implementation for automata that achieves 4 Gbps
on the Cell BE. In more recent work, Tumeo et al. [23] presented

a chunk-based implementation of the AC algorithm for accelerating string matching on GPUs. Lin et al., proposed the Parallel
Failureless Aho-Corasick (PFAC) algorithm to accelerate pattern
matching on GPU hardware and achieved 143 Gbps throughput,
14.74 times faster than the AC algorithm performed on a four core
multi-core processor using OpenMP [10].
Whereas the existing approaches to parallelization have been
based on adapting traditional sequential algorithms to emergent
parallel architectures, we introduce both a new algorithmic approach and its implementation on SIMD and GPU architectures.
This approach relies on a bitwise data parallel view of text streams
as well as a surprising use of addition to match runs of characters in a sin‘gle step. The closest previous work is that underlying
bit-parallel XML parsing using 128-bit SSE2 SIMD technology together with a parallel scanning primitive also based on addition [6].
However, in contrast to the deterministic, longest-match scanning
associated with the ScanThru primitive of that work, we introduce
here a new primitive MatchStar that can be used in full generality
for nondeterministic regular expression matching. We also introduce a long-stream addition technique involving a further application of MatchStar that enables us to scale the technique to n-bit
addition in dlg64 ne) steps. We ultimately apply this technique, for
example, to perform synchronized 4096-bit addition on GPU warps
of 64 threads.
There is also a strong keyword match between the bit-parallel
data streams used in our approach and the bit-parallelism used for
NFA state transitions in the classical algorithms of Wu and Manber
[24], Baez-Yates and Gonnet [2] and Navarro and Raffinot [14].
However those algorithms use bit-parallelism in a fundamentally
different way: representing all possible current NFA states as a bit
vector and performing parallel transitions to a new set of states using table lookups and bitwise logic. Whereas our approach can
match multiple characters per step, bit-parallel NFA algorithms
proceed through the input one byte at a time. Nevertheless, the
agrep [24] and nrgrep [13] programs implemented using these techniques remain among the strongest competitors in regular expression matching performance, so we include them in our comparative
evaluation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents our basic algorithm and MatchStar using a model of
arbitrary-length bit-parallel data streams. Section 3 discusses the
block-by-block implementation of our techniques including the
long stream addition techniques for 256-bit addition with AVX2
and 4096-bit additions with GPGPU SIMT. Section 4 Section 5
Section 6 Section 7 Section 9 concludes the paper with a discussion
of areas for future work.

2.

Matching with Bit-Parallel Data Streams

Whereas the traditional approaches to regular expression matching
using NFAs, DFAs or backtracking all rely on a byte-at-a-time processing model, the approach we introduce in this paper is based
on quite a different concept: a data-parallel approach to simultaneous processing of data stream elements. Indeed, our most abstract
model is that of unbounded data parallelism: processing all elements of the input data stream simultaneously. In essence, we view
data streams as (very large) integers. The fundamental operations
we apply are based on bitwise logic and long-stream addition.
Depending on the available parallel processing resources, an
actual implementation may divide an input stream into blocks and
process the blocks sequentially. Within each block all elements of
the input stream are processed together, relying the availability of
bitwise logic and addition scaled to the block size. On commodity
Intel and AMD processors with 128-bit SIMD capabilities (SSE2),
we typically process input streams 128 bytes at a time. In this
case, we rely on the Parabix tool chain [11] to handle the details

of compilation to block-by-block processing. As we show later,
however, we have also adapted Parabix technology to processing
blocks of 4K bytes at time in our GPGPU implementation, relying
on the application of our long-stream addition technique to perform
4096-bit additions using 64 threads working in lock-step SIMT
fashion each on 64-bit processors.
A key concept in this streaming approach is the derivation of
bit streams that are parallel to the input data stream, i.e., in oneto-one correspondence with the data element positions of the input
streams. Typically, the input stream is a byte stream comprising
the 8-bit character code units of a particular encoding such as
extended ASCII, ISO-8859-1 or UTF-8. However, the method may
also easily be used with wider code units such as the 16-bit code
units of UTF-16. In the case of a byte stream, the first step is
to transpose the byte stream into eight parallel bit streams, such
that bit stream i comprises the ith bit of each byte. These streams
form a set of basis bit streams from which many other parallel
bit streams can be calculated, such as character class bit streams
such that each bit j of the stream specifies whether character j
of the input stream is in the class or not. Figure ?? shows an
example of an input byte stream in ASCII, the eight basis bit
streams of the transposed representation, and several character class
bit streams that may be computed from the basis bit streams using
bitwise logic. Transposition and character class construction are
straightforward using the Parabix tool chain [11].
Marker Streams. Now consider how bit-parallel data streams can
be used in regular expression matching. Consider the problem of
searching the input stream of Figure ?? to finding occurrence of
strings matching the regular expression a[0-9]*z. The matching
process involves the concept of marker streams, that is streams that
mark the positions of current matches during the overall process. In
this case there are three marker streams computed during the match
process, namely, M1 representing match positions after an initial
a character has been found, M2 representing positions reachable
from positions marked by M1 by further matching zero or more
digits ([0-9]*) and finally M3 the stream marking positions after
a final z has been found. Without describing the details of how
these streams are computed for the time being, Figure ?? shows
what each of these streams should be for our example matching
problem. Note our convention that a marker stream contains a 1 bit
at the next character position to be matched, that is, immediately
past the last position that was matched.
MatchStar. MatchStar takes a marker bitstream and a character
class bitstream as input. It returns all positions that can be reached
by advancing the marker bitstream zero or more times through the
character class bitstream.
Figure ?? illustrates the MatchStar method. The second and
third rows are the input bitstreams: the initial marker position
bitstream and the character class bitstream derived from the source
data.
In the first operation (T0 ), marker positions that cannot be advanced are temporarily removed from consideration by masking off
marker positions that aren’t character class positions using bitwise
logic. Next, the temporary marker bitstream is added to the character class bitstream. T1 has 1s in three types of positions. There will
be a 1 immediately following a block of character class positions
that spanned one or more marker positions, at any character class
positions that weren’t affected by the addition (and are not part of
the desired output), and at any marker position that wasn’t the first
in its block of character class positions. Any character class positions that have a 0 in T1 were affected by the addition and are part
of the desired output. These positions are obtained and the undesired 1 bits are removed by XORing with the character class stream.
T2 is now only missing marker positions that were removed in the

first step as well as marker positions that were 1s in T1 . The output marker stream is obtained by ORing T2 with the initial marker
stream.
In general, given a marker stream M and a character class
stream C, the operation of MatchStar is defined by the following
equation.
MatchStar(M, C) = (((M ∧ C) + C) ⊕ C)|M
Given a set of initial marker positions, the result stream marks all
possible positions that can be reached by 0 or more occurrences of
characters in class C from each position in M .

3.

Block-at-a-Time Processing

The unbounded stream model of the previous section must of
course be translated an implementation that proceeds block-at-atime for realistic application. In this, we primarily rely on the Pablo
compiler of the Parabix toolchain [11]. Given input statements expressed as arbitrary-length bitstream equations, Pablo produces
block-at-a-time C++ code that initializes and maintains all the necessary carry bits for each of the additions and shifts involved in the
bitstream calculations.
In the present work, our principal contribution to the block-ata-time model is the technique of long-stream addition described
below. Otherwise, we were able to use Pablo directly in compiling
our SSE2 and AVX2 implementations. Our GPU implementation
required some scripting to modify the output of the Pablo compiler
for our purpose.
Long-Stream Addition. The maximum word size for addition on
commodity processors is typically 64 bits. In order to implement
long-stream addition for block sizes of 256 or larger, a method for
propagating carries through the individual stages of 64-bit addition
is required. However, the normal technique of sequential addition
using add-with-carry instructions, for example, is far from ideal.
We have developed a technique using SIMD or SIMT methods
for constant-time long-stream addition up to 4096 bits. We assume
the availability of the following SIMD/SIMT operations operating
on vectors of f 64-bit fields.
• simd<64>::add(X, Y): vertical SIMD addition of corre-

sponding 64-bit fields in two vectors to produce a result vector
of f 64-bit fields.
• simd<64>::eq(X, -1) : comparison of the 64-bit fields of x

each with the constant value -1 (all bits 1), producing an f -bit
mask value,
• hsimd<64>::mask(X) : gathering the high bit of each 64-bit

field into a single compressed f -bit mask value, and
• normal bitwise logic operations on f -bit masks.
• simd<64>::spread(x) : distributing the bits of an f bit mask,

one bit each to the f 64-bit fields of a vector, and
Given these operations, our method for long stream addition of
two f × 64 bit values X and Y is the following.
1. Form the vector of 64-bit sums of x and y.
R = simd<64>::add(X, Y)
2. Extract the f -bit masks of X, Y and R.
x = hsimd<64>::mask(X)
y = hsimd<64>::mask(Y)
r = hsimd<64>::mask(R)

X
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c*2
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Figure 2. Long Stream Addition
3. Compute an f -bit mask of carries generated for each of the 64bit additions of X and Y.
c = (x ∧ y) ∨ ((x ∨ y) ∧ ¬r)
4. Compute an f -bit mask of all fields of R that will overflow with
an incoming carry bit. This is the bubble mask.
b = simd<64>::eq(R, -1)
5. Determine an f -bit mask identifying the fields of R that need to
be incremented to produce the final sum. Here we find a new
application of MatchStar!
i = MatchStar(c*2, b)
This is the key step. The mask c of outgoing carries must be
shifted one position (c*2) so that each outgoing carry bit becomes associated with the next digit. At the incoming position,
the carry will increment the 64-bit digit. However, if this digit is
all ones (as signalled by the corresponding bit of bubble mask b,
then the addition will generate another carry. In fact, if there is
a sequence of digits that are all ones, then the carry must bubble
through each of them. This is just MatchStar!
6. Compute the final result Z.
Z = simd<64>::add(R, simd<64>::spread(i))
Figure 2 illustrates the process. In the figure, we illustrate the
process with 8-bit fields rather than 64-bit fields and show all field
values in hexadecimal notation. Note that two of the individual 8bit additions produce carries, while two others produce FF values
that generate bubble bits. The net result is that four of the original
8-bit sums must be incremented to produce the long stream result.
A slight extension to the process produces a long-stream full
adder that can be used in chained addition. In this case, the adder
must take an additional carry-in bit p and produce a carry-out bit q.
This may be accomplished by incorporating p in calculating the
increment mask in the low bit position, and then extracting the
carry-out q from the high bit position.
i = MatchStar(c*2+p, b)
q = i >> f
As described subsequently, we use a two-level long-stream addition technique in both our AVX2 and GPU implementations. In
principle, one can extend the technique to additional levels. Using
64-bit adders throughout, dlg64 ne) steps are needed for n-bit addition. A three-level scheme could coordinate 64 groups each performing 4096-bit long additions in a two-level structure. However,
whether there are reasonable architectures that can support finegrained SIMT style coordinate at this level is an open question.
Using the methods outlined, it is quite conceivable that instruction set extensions to support long-stream addition could be added

source data
M0
D =[0-9]
T0 = M0 ∧ D
T1 = T0 + D
T2 = T1 ⊕ D
M1 = T2 | M0

--142578---125-231-----127--5394---94761205.......1......1..1..1...1.............1..1..
..111111...111.111.....111..1111...11111111.
.......1.........1......1.............1..1..
.1.........1111.......1..1..1111..1...1...1.
.1111111......1111....111.........1111.111..
.1111111......1111..1.111.........11111111..
Figure 1. Match Star
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for future SIMD and GPU processors. Given the fundamental nature of addition as a primitive and its novel application to regular
expression matching as shown herein, it seems reasonable to expect
such instructions to become available.
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Implementations
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void add_ci_co(bitblock256_t x, bitblock256_t y, carry_t carry_in, carry_t & carry_out, bitblock256_t & sum) {
bitblock256_t all_ones = simd256<1>::constant<1>();
bitblock256_t gen = simd_and(x, y);
bitblock256_t prop = simd_xor(x, y);
bitblock256_t partial_sum = simd256<64>::add(x, y);
bitblock256_t carry = simd_or(gen, simd_andc(prop, partial_sum));
bitblock256_t bubble = simd256<64>::eq(partial_sum, all_ones);
uint64_t carry_mask = hsimd256<64>::signmask(carry) * 2 + convert(carry_in);
uint64_t bubble_mask = hsimd256<64>::signmask(bubble);
uint64_t carry_scan_thru_bubbles = (carry_mask + bubble_mask) &~ bubble_mask;
uint64_t increments = carry_scan_thru_bubbles | (carry_scan_thru_bubbles - carry_mask);
carry_out = convert(increments >> 4);
uint64_t spread = 0x0000200040008001 * increments & 0x0001000100010001;
sum = simd256<64>::add(partial_sum, _mm256_cvtepu16_epi64(avx_select_lo128(convert(spread))));
}

Figure 11. Match Star
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